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Molly aboard Dave and Sue Blanchard’s 1936 Norton.
Photo: Dave Blanchard

A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
http://www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Hello everyone,
Lots of dates for your 2015 diaries, including a new event, the
First Oxon/Bucks Run on Sunday the 26th of April, organised by Andy
Middleton.
The membership drive is having some great results - the list of
new members this edition is certainly the largest I’ve ever seen. My New
Year’s resolution is to make sure I get to more SMCC events.
Keep ‘em coming, and don’t worry if you’re not on the digital highway, I
especially enjoyed one advert posted on the back of a Harvey’s beer-mat!
All the best for Christmas and the New Year, Julie

President’s Christmas Message
Dear Sunbeam Cub members and any other readers stealing a peek at this excellent
magazine. Why not join this most prestigious motorcycle club?
I should like to mention also that our delightful Committee member Julie Diplock, formerly
joint editor with John Hodson, thank-you John for all your excellent efforts has taken on
sole editorship of the Sunbeam Club News, in addition, that is, to being a true motorcyclist,
organiser of new events in the calendar plus running her own business.
So, here am I, once again, hoping to find some cheery words for the Presidents Christmas
message with rain lashing down and the sky as ‘Black as Newgate’s Knocker’ - that dates
me! So to my age, it has not been kept my secret that this was my 90th year, together with
the Sunbeam Motocycle Club! Therefore, I have an excuse for not appearing at the splendid
events that have been organised by the praiseworthy few unstinting individuals who have
come up with events new and old during 2014.
Mention should be made of the 75th Pioneer Run which took place in April, postponed from
the icy weather conditions in 2013 and once again a great success. Ian McGill is once again
gathering in entries for the 2015 Pioneer Run.
It was heart-warming to see a number of my good friends in the Sunbeam Cub attending
the joint 90th anniversary lunch. Very sadly, we have lost a few of the long-term members of
the Club this year, but we seriously hope there will be some new volunteers who will carry us
into 2015 and beyond after a very Happy Christmas and a Bright New Year!
With All Good Wishes, from Marjorie.

Vice Presidents
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, P Donaldson, I D McGill, B M Staple
Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd

Registered in England No. 3011502

Registered Office: ETM Consulting Limited, The Old Stables, Hendal Farm, Groombridge, East Sussex, TN3 9NU
Web: www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

Copy date 10th of the month preceding publication
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Many Congratulations to our Lady President Marjorie Ayers

Baz Staple

On the 22nd December this year Marjorie will celebrate her 90th birthday and I’m sure the
whole club will wish to congratulate her on reaching this milestone.
Marjorie has been very involved in club affairs for many years along with her late husband
‘Tiny’ who did so much for the club as chairman and president and inspiring others. Marjorie
was a strong supporter of Tiny’s endeavours and although we don’t see her so often these
days she still likes to keep in touch with all club affairs via the minutes of committee meetings
and personally via the Secretary and current Chairman.
What a great team Tiny and Marjorie were and we are so glad and fortunate to have her as
our esteemed President.

Members are reminded that the Hon: Secretary will not be standing for re-election, having
been in post for fourteen years it is time to retire.

Pioneer Run – Marshals for Madeira Drive

Ian McGill

Many thanks to the FIVE members that have volunteered, but we still need at least another
TEN minimum at Brighton.
This is not an arduous job if we get plenty of volunteers, as it gives everybody a rest from
some of the busier posts.
Please help if you can by giving me a phone call or email, it all goes to make our premier
event run more smoothly.

First Oxon/Bucks Run:

Sunday 26th of April 2015

Andy Middleton

It is proposed to hold the first Oxon/Bucks run on Sunday the 26th of April 2015, the location
of the event will be within easy distance of junction six of the M40 in South Oxfordshire. Two
routes will be available, one of approximately 60 miles and one of 40 miles and the run is
open to pre-1940 machines. There will be refreshments available at the start and finish with
either a lunch stop part through the run or at the end, to be determined shortly. Breakdown
assistance is hoped to be available on the day.
The run will include some distance through the lanes of the Chilterns with some lovely
views! For further information contact Andy Middleton on 01844 352844 or 07827 289696 or
apmiddleton@btinternet.com.

Sunbeam MCC Club Stand Calendar 2015

Marjorie at The Chairman’s Lunch
(Picture Geoff Morris)

Birthday Celebrations at Ardingly Show March
2014 (Picture Rowena Hoseason RealClassic
magazine)

Annual General Meeting: Saturday 7th March 2015

Ian McGill

The Annual General Meeting of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd will be held on Saturday
7th March 2015 at the Peacock Lodge. Eastbourne Road. New Chapel. Surrey. RH7 6HL.
Peacock Lodge is on the A22 road between the M25 and East Grinstead. The meeting will
commence at 2.00 pm sharp.

South of England Show Sunday 29th March, South of England Showground, Ardingly, West
Sussex RH17 6TL.
Southern Classic Bike Show & Auto-Jumble Saturday 23rd May, Kempton Park, Sunbury,
Middlesex, TW16 5AQ.
Banbury Run Sunday 21st June, Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, Warks.
Romney Marsh Classic Show Sunday 28th June, Hamstreet, Kent. (Contact Julie Diplock,
see front cover)
VMCC Founders Day 19th July, Stanford Hall, Lutterworth, LEICS, LE17 6DH

Any member may propose a resolution for consideration at the AGM, but any proposal must
be in writing, duly signed by the proposer and seconder and sent to the Hon: Secretary a
minimum of 30 days before the AGM. Contact details can be found on the inside front cover.

West Kent International 2nd August, The Friars, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7BX.

Proposers and seconders are required for nominations for all posts. The nominated person
will need to submit in writing their willingness to stand. Proposers of any persons for office or
resolution will need to attend the AGM otherwise their proposal will lapse.

Ramsgate Sprint 15th and 16th August, Ramsgate, Kent.

All the above to the Hon: Secretary in writing by 24th January 2015 please.
Twenty-one days before the AGM, all members will receive a formal notice of the meeting,
the agenda and a financial statement.
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John Buckingham

The Club will be organising stands at many events in 2015. We need Club eligible machines
to display and also volunteers to help man the stand. If you can help in any way this is a great
opportunity to gain free admission to events around the country. Contact me on 01903 536244
or John.b60@ntlworld.com if you would like to get involved at any of the following:

Popham Mega Bike Meet 15th and 16th August, Popham Airfield, Coxford Down, Winchester,
Hants, SO21 3BD.
Shoreham Air Show 22nd and 23rd August. Shoreham Airport, Sussex BN43 5FF
Kop Hill Climb 19th and 20th September, Princes Risborough, Bucks, HP27 0LB.
South of England Show Sunday 25th October, South of England Showground, Ardingly West
Sussex RH17 6TL.
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adventure via the Lands End/John O’Groats Club provided you get signatures/stamps on their
form at every overnight stop. Jane and Ian’s trip was arranged for charity and this gives an
added incentive to participants and followers.

Welsh Week June 27th to July 4th 2015

John Appleton and Colin Bentham

We have been unable to find out from the university whether or not Pantycelin hall will
be available for our use in 2015. As we needed to have a provisional booking in place by
November 2014, John has been to the university to view the various options available and a
decision has been made to move our accommodation to Cwrt Mawr Hall.
Cwrt Mawr hall comprises several three-storey buildings with self-catering facilities. (Don’t
worry our food will be provided at Penryn!) There are three flats in each building, and we will
have the use of the ground and first floor flats in two of the buildings. The accommodation
on the ground-floor flats includes four double rooms, three of these will be allocated to those
who have difficulty with stairs, whilst the other room will be our common room. The rest of
the accommodation is in 26 single units. All the rooms are simply furnished with small hand
basins. Each flat has two unisex toilets and two shower rooms (with doors!) plus an open plan
area with seating and kitchen.
The area we will occupy is part of the campus and not open to the public. There is adequate
parking for our vehicles and trailers around the flats. Our motorcycles can either be parked
next to our vehicles, or there is a lockable bicycle shed approximately 50 yards from our
accommodation, which holds 60 bicycles. This is only suitable for solos or fettling and we will
be issued with key cards to obtain access.

Club Stand at Shoreham Airshow Picture Grahame Buckingham

What about another Sunbeam End to End?

Baz Staple

In 2006 Jane and Ian Akers arranged for the club a first John O’Groats to Lands End run for
veteran and vintage machines. They chose a route using non-motorway roads trying to follow
the original route where possible and pre-arranged overnight stops by driving and adjusting as
they went. Six days gave a comfortable pace for some eight riders for the approx.. 900 mile
journey, ridden not in convoy but at our own pace. Some paired up, as did Peter Donaldson,
Sunbeam and myself, Velocette. Other riders were Colin Bentham, Triumph Model P, Trevor
Wells, Francis-Barnett two stroke, Jane Akers, Sunbeam, John Hayes, Triumph Model H and
1912 Triumph, Frank Mace and Sandra, Sunbeam, Brian Southam, Sunbeam.
So is it time to arrange another one? Peter Maddox, 84 years next birthday, missed the
2006 event is raring to go on his vintage Scott. My son Martin did an End to End last year on
his vintage BSA Sloper, accompanied by Marian on a Honda, with backup by his son Renny
and Gaynor. Their route planning was done by Google maps and emails for accommodation.
In 2006 we had various backup vans and trailers which were reassuring, although Frank
and Sandra rode independently with no backup and daily made detours in seeking cream
teas. This added considerably to their mileage. Also they then rode back to Norfolk at the
end. All bikes had some technical difficulties but all matters were resolved and everyone got
to Lands End to an ad hoc champagne celebration.
If you require any inspiration you could read Noel Whittall’s amazing book, A Stupid Thing
to Do. Aged 73, after recovering from a heart attack, he decided to do an end to end on his
1918 Triumph H. He left the day after first thinking about it, riding from his home in Leeds
to John O’Groats and then to Lands End and finally back to Leeds, with great adventures,
increased by a complete lack of backup facilities.
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So what about another club End to End? You can also get an official certificate of your
Sunbeam Club News

All our meals in the university will be taken in Penryn, which has been used by us in the
past at weekends. Penryn is easily accessible by car, but walking is more difficult as the climb
back to our accommodation is very steep!
As we are occupying self-catering flats the costs have increased, but not by too much. The
provisional costs will be the entry fee of £39.50 and the holiday cost of £345.00 per person.
We appreciate that the accommodation is not ideal for couples, but we will endeavour to give
you adjacent rooms if required.
Editor’s Note: The Welsh week dates were wrongly printed in the last Club News Calendar,
so please note the correct dates above.

Golden Era Run 2015

Noel Whittall

Already established as a prestige event for pre-1931 machines, the organisers have taken
steps to make the seventh Golden Era Run even more appealing by moving it to the last
Sunday in July, instead of its previous August Bank Holiday date. So in 2015 it will be held
on Sunday 26th July.
The venue will continue to be the Yorkshire Air Museum at Elvington, near York.
The format will remain basically unchanged, with a flat route guaranteed to suit even the
earliest veteran bikes and a longer hilly alternative for which a couple of gears will come in
handy.
We think that too many fascinating bikes remain at the back of garages and sheds because
modern events are so often run with ‘50s and 60s classics in mind. There’s nothing wrong with
them, of course, but runs for early bikes need more consideration when route planning. We
take care that the Golden Era Run is a golden opportunity to have a satisfying day out with a
treasure which may only otherwise see daylight only at the Pioneer or Banbury runs!

December 2014 - January 2015
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Organised by the North East Section of the VMCC, for details contact David Town on 01274
565951 or e-mail davidjtown@tiscali.co.uk.

Future of The SMCC
Dear Julie,
Regarding Dave Masters’ letter in the October/November News, I appreciate that he sees
us as the alternative club for enjoying pioneer and vintage motorcycling. However, why
would we want to drop the Sunbeam name after 90 successful years? To take a new name
as if it were a new club and consequently start all over again. Let alone the complications of
establishing a new name with Company House, our bank and reprinting all the considerable
paperwork.
The committee felt it better to educate those from the belief it is a one make club, which is
exactly what we’ve been doing intensely in 2014. This we have done with articles in the press
and being at shows with our reworded marquee, advising clearly what we stand for. We have
been at virtually all shows this year and John and Grahame Buckingham have done us proud.
New venues for us were Banbury, Founders Day, and a repeat at Kop Hill, plus many of our
events. These efforts have been helpful in increasing membership in the last six months by
some fifty new members being welcomed to our ranks.
Words can be useful but action is better. We need willing hands to spread the considerable
load on our few movers and shakers.

Le
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rs

Club member Ian Jennings on his 1919 Scott at the Yorkshire Air Museum.
Photo Brian Flannery



Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

Obscure Makes: L.M.C.
Dear Julie
I am grateful to Eddie Keightley for pointing out the errors in my article on the L.M.C. motor
cycle. Mr Keightley’s comments touched a raw nerve as I am usually very careful to ensure
that the information sources I use are reliable. All too often the authors of articles on motoring
history fail to check the veracity of their information sources; I fell into the trap on this occasion
for which I can only apologise. Fortunately I had given a list of my information sources so it
was possible to make comments about the reliability of these references.
I find it difficult to find images and reliable information on Obscure Makes as, by definition,
little information is usually available. I welcome suggestions for articles.
Perhaps, in addition to his most welcome comments on my article, Mr Keightley might
consider writing an article on the Quadrant motor cycle? I am sure that an article from a VMCC
Marque Specialist would be welcomed by readers of the SMCC News.

The club library has now been catalogued, which was a huge task and this will be
distributed, firstly to club members and then to a wider sphere. We are not standing still, West
Kingsdown is a new club night and there is a possibility of one in Oxford. Yes we could do with
more club nights with more volunteers. In regard to new events, we’ve had the first Romney
Marsh Run this year, and very successful it was and now we have a new one in Oxfordshire
on 26th April 2015.
So folks we are moving forward in getting more attractions and your ideas and practical help
is certainly needed. You will be given every encouragement.
All the Best, Baz Staple.
Dear Julie,
I am a comparatively new member and am unaware of the developments within the VMCC,
as mentioned in the last issue of the Cub News by Dave Masters. However, may I add my
support to welcome those who may be disaffected into our ranks.
I am aware that the ‘Sunbeam’ in the Club’s title tends to convey the impression that we
are a club for Sunbeams. I am a member of the Sunbeam Talbot Darracq Register, which
caters exclusively for cars of those makes – I own a Sunbeam car, so this is logical. In the
car world, the Vintage Sports CC and the Veteran CC operate quite separately but overlap
from 1905-1918. This cross-pollination appears to work well for members of both bodies whilst
control never overlaps.
Perhaps we can be persuaded to the thought that Sunbeam in out title is now a deterrent
to membership recruitment. Dave Masters’ letter is most cogent and should be re-read.
Yours Sincerely,
Kent Robinson, Hook.

Regards, John Hodson
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Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly

Baz Staple

These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from
6 pm.
After five months of club night runs organised by Tim Penn and his assistants October saw
our return to indoors. This was a bring and buy with Dave Masters the auctioneer. Quite a few
members brought in their cast offs and some lively bidding was done for many items with only
a few no sale objects.
Thanks to Dave and all contributors – we jointly managed to get Ricky Howard to buy some
things he didn’t want.

Sprockets and Chains: Sprockets Unlimited, Evesham, Worcs.
Petrol Tank repairs and painting: Bexhill Classics, Bexhill, East Sussex.
Finishing Touch, Essex.
ART, Ashford, Kent.
Tyres: Vintage Tyres/Ensign Motorcycle Tyres, Beaulieu, Hants. 5% discount to members.
Clutch Recorking: Mike Chenery, Petworth, West Sussex.
Brake and Retarding mediums: E F Breen, Maidstone, Kent.
Villers Services, Brierley Hill, W Mids.
Brake Drum Skimming: Bob Light, Hambledon, Hants. Can do wheels with the tyre on.

At the November club night we followed the suggestion of Ben Gooch to give our personal
recommendations of restoration and repair specialists. Naturally most of the names are south
east based and other parts of the country will no doubt will have their local preferences but
hope it will be of use to those needing assistance.

Workshop Consumables: Express Car Parts and Accessories Ltd. Heathfield, E Sussex.

Six Bells November Club Night Specialist Restorer Recommendations
Precision Welders: Exactaweld, E Grinstead, W Sussex. Also make Pilgrim pump bodies.

8pm Wednesday January 7th - Post festivities natter night, please note date change.

Spark Erosion: CTL/EDM Dennis Grech (club member), Dartford, Kent.

Future club nights at Chiddingly
8 pm December 4th - Amateur film show 8m/m showing restoration of 1914 Matchless
Vee-twin back in the mid-sixties, also sound 8m/m restoring 1946 MG TC car in mid-seventies.
8 pm February 5th - The art of wheel building Vince Warner of Colwood Wheelworks, talk and
demonstration of wheel building, he also gives classes in wheel building.

Blast Cleaning and Powder Coating: South Coast Blast Cleaning, Newhaven, East Sussex.

8 pm March 5th - Return of Don Coe to demonstrate and talk about building large scale
models of miniature old aeroplanes and the flying of same.

Complete magneto overhauls: The Magneto Guys, Steve Marks and son Andy (both club
members) Hailsham, East Sussex.

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall

Agreed value insurance: Peter James, Oldbury, West Midlands.

Wheel Builders: Vince Warner, Hailsham, East Sussex.

October
Baz Staple gave a talk on how he began motorcycling and how he came to acquire his first
veteran motorcycle and showed an 8mm film of his superb restoration from a long while ago
of his 1914 Matchless Model 8B Vee-twin 1000 Sidecar. This was back when the vast cottage
industry and support we have now even for restoring and running the oldest machines
didn't really exist. Hopefully one day the machine may reappear again.

P W Wheels, Herne Bay, Kent.

Thank you Baz and Jenny for entertaining us.

Wheelwise, Cowfold, West Sussex.

November

Nigel Parrot Veteran Engineering, club member, Horam, East Sussex.

Hub Gears: Kevin Hellowell (club member) Sowerby Bridge, Yorks.
Valve Suppliers: G&S Valves Ltd. Godalming, Surrey.
Piston Rings: Cox and Turner, Yeovil, Somerset.

Rob Smith

Leatherwork, toolboxes, saddles etc: Gez Cater, Ramsgate, Kent.
Broomells Workshop, Pippa Basset, Newdigate, Surrey.
Boring and Engine Work: Elderfield Motorcycles, Tony Hartlen, Farnham, Surrey.
Taps and Dies: Tracy Tools, Torquay, Devon.
Nickel and Chrome Plating: London and Brighton Plating, Brighton, East Sussex.
Stainless Steel nuts and bolts: D Middleton and Son, Batley, West Yorks.
Silver Solder: Cup Alloys, Dinnington, South Yorks.
Frame retubing: Terry Mead, Pluckley, Kent.
Transfers: Classic Transfers, Marcia Derrick, Wooton under Edge.
Heort Ieg Classic Motorcycles, Hartlepool, Cleveland.
Spring Making: Paul Savage, Redditch, Worcs.
Carburettor Overhaul: Martyn Bratby, Cannock, Staffs.



Steve Wheeler, Crawley, West Sussex.
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Rick Parkington, club member and Technical Editor for 'Classic Bike' magazine gave a talk
on his Tait Martinsyde machine, illustrated with numerous pictures and engine components
plus later, the bike itself. He began with the Martinsyde company's motorcycles and through
Chris Tait's development of a road going motorcycle into a potent competition machine. It was
almost a total loss in a tragic fire and had been rebuilt into a very different looking machine
but Rick worked very hard and with assistance from the late Peter Adorian restored it back to
look as it did when Chris Tait used it in anger. After refreshments the machine was wheeled
into the Hall to be admired by all and as a finale it was taken outside and fired up.
The
unsilenced Vee-twin sounded superb and as with the talk got a good round of applause when
it was shut down.
Thank you to Rick, with Judy and Finbar and Keith Gibbins for setting up the Powerpoint
projector, and Dennis Grech for the photos.
December club night on 15th December will be the Christmas Party, with mince pies on
offer. Looking ahead to the January Club Night on Monday 19th, Chris Wright, club member
and Douglas enthusiast will be giving a talk on 'Dispatch Riding and Nursing in World War
One'. Future subjects include Crossness Pumping Station and a talk by Joe Cook on being
the rear gunner of a Lancaster in the second war. If you wish to know any more information or
have any suggestions for future dates (3rd Monday in the month 8-10:30pm) contact George
Smith on 01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com
West Kingsdown Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (Behind Gamecock Pub)
TN15 6BZ. Grid reference O/S188 574 629), tea or coffee and biscuits provided.

An Ethanol Free Option

Baz Staple

Mike Chenery has been having extensive discussions with all the major fuel suppliers and
has found an ethanol free product. Firstly let it be said there are no guaranteed ethanol free
(EF) bulk deliveries to fuel stations. Even the possible EF Ultra grade fuel could have ethanol
present.

Roaming Romney on the First SMCC Romney Marsh Run

Rick Parkington

Romney Marsh is Kent’s answer to the Norfolk Broads, a strange place where time has stood
still making it ideal for perambulations by old motorcycles. We took the two ’28s, my BSA 350
and Judy’s Scott, and it became one of our best days of the year. The sun shone, the choice
of route was perfect, a nice beer and ploughman’s to finish and, especially considering it is a
new event, there was a great turnout. The run is only open to vintage (pre 1931) bikes so you
aren’t holding anybody up by riding an older machine.
The lanes around Romney Marsh are very reminiscent of the 1920s. As its name implies, the
Marsh is flat and the twists and switchbacks are essentially reminiscent of a rural Scalextric
track. It is always a great pleasure to ride these bikes on roads that truly reflect their era; the
Ixion Run, earlier in the year, is based in a similar area but the Romney Marsh Run took in a
completely different set of byways. One advantage for devising runs in the South is that there
are a lot of lanes, further North you have breathtakingly grand scenery but it is difficult not to
end up on the same roads every time you enjoy it.
I had a great time on the 350 BSA; it absolutely cracks round these lanes. Being very light
and reasonably powerful it delights in roads where you have the opportunity to keep shifting
the throttle and flicking through the bends.
Thanks to Rob Smith for the picture (see back cover). Hmmm, maybe I should wear green
socks on a green bike…
All in all, a really great day and as it’s turned out, possibly the last proper Summer Sunday.
But the Pioneer Run forms are in already so it won’t be long before the busy season kicks off
again. Meanwhile, plenty to do in the shed!
Editor’s Note: Visit Rick’s excellent website for more articles: www.rickparkington.co.uk
Aboard Rick Parkington’s 1928 BSA (photo R Parkington)

The EF alternative can be found via garden machinery suppliers in two-stroke or four-stroke
varieties. Mike has checked this out with his local supplier who stocks Aspen but it is only
available in five litre plastic containers. I have also checked with my local garden machinery
supplier who has been stocking two-stroke and four-stroke grades for the past two months.
Their sales brand is Viking and we could agree a bulk delivery price for five litres at £17.95
four-stroke and £17.45 two-stroke. This compares with their normal price of £21.90 but should
also be compared with normal unleaded price from fuel stations at £6.20 for five litres.
We know that ethanol-containing fuel does attack some fuel tank liners and can also affect
paintwork, particularly acrylics and gradually eats various metals such as brass and copper.
The other disadvantage with ethanol content on evaporation it produces a gummy wax which
blocks jets, particularly small jets. An answer to this problem is to drain tanks immediately
after use and run the engine until the carburettor is dry.
These alternative fuels are claimed to be storable for three to five years without going off,
are less toxic than normal pump fuel and do not contain carcinogenic hydrocarbons. Ethanol
also absorbs moisture from the air which increases the corrosion factor.
It is significant that the aircraft industry bans the use of ethanol in their specific fuel and
there is a simple test procedure available to check whether ethanol is present or not.
I am treading on ground beyond my knowledge but an expert in this field is Dr John Hodson
who may wish to make some points on this subject.
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The Modern Motor Cycle, 1915

by B H Davies

Dave Masters

For us devotees of ancient motor cycles, Steve
Brown has for some time been producing quality
facsimile reproductions of books that have been
long out of print. His latest is a 1915 publication
‘The Modern Motor Cycle’ subtitled ‘How to Run,
Ride and Repair it’ – ‘A Book for Beginners’. Very
unusually for the author, he uses his own given
and birth name with no hint of his academic
achievement or his reverential title.
By 1915 Basil H Davies had been riding motor
cycles for 16 years and had covered hundreds of
thousands of miles on various models. He had
been writing prolifically on the subject for over
12 years and yet at the age of 36 the Rev B H
Davies BA aka Ixion of ‘The Motor Cycle’ remained
anonymous to his thousands of avid readers. Basil
was not a trained mechanic and had learned his
motor cycling skills the hard way, but he was a very
eloquent writer, and this new reproduction is not a
patronising introduction for new motor cyclists but
gives a generous understanding and explanation
of the joys and pitfalls which contemporary riders
might experience.
First published just outside of the era we now call veteran, this book is a must-have for all
of us interested in pre-World War One motor cycles and for those just about to dabble an
inexperienced toe into the waters of veteran motor cycle riding.
The book with its delightfully illustrated cover contains 170 pages of text with over 90
excellent illustrations giving a clear and easily read summary of all aspects of motor cycling.
Twenty chapters with titles ranging from ‘Choosing a Motor Cycle’ to the final one ‘Insurance
and Accidents’. Whilst practical in all its delivery, some solutions are to us probably not
relevant now but never-the-less interesting as a reflection of the times. If given the task of
producing such a book I cannot think of any additional chapter title which might be of use
within the context of an introduction to motor cycling, this book is comprehensive. For those
interested historians who wish to extend their studies, there are many fascinating details
which would otherwise be lost in the mists of time. Under the heading ‘The Motor Cyclist and
the Law’ we find ‘we are allowed to store up to sixty gallons of petrol, must obey a speed limit
maximum of 20mph imposed on all roads, and must not ride machines without either a bell,
whistle, hooter or other alarm’, and much more.
In emergencies to avoid a collision it advises ’if you can drive into the hedge at an acute
angle, it is not at all likely you will be badly hurt,’ or ‘if you fail to stop your machine you can
slip off the tail of the machine, fall on the road stomach downwards and let the machine take
the collision without you’. Even at 20mph I think I might avoid this last remedy! I could go
on relating many of the quotes, but the reader will enjoy discovering them for themselves,
including chapters which cover engines, magnetos, carbs, lubrication and transmission with
details of the mysteries which lie inside the contemporary hub clutch and gearbox. Added to
all these gems are the many full page advertisements which in themselves are an education
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and delight from accessories to complete motor cycles.
As Ixion, Basil Davies wrote his ‘Occasional Comments’ weekly whilst he followed his
day job as vicar to Holy Sepulchre Church in Northampton where he then lived with his wife
Frances and their children during the First World War.
Treat yourself to this delightful book – it’s worth it.
Republished as a quality hardback book of 170 pages, priced at £25.00 plus £3.30 UK p&p,
it’s available from Steve Brown, 01684 567231 or www.classicmotorcyclemanuals.com

Stanley Woods Julie Diplock

The World First Motorcycle Superstar by David Crawford

During his career Stanley Woods rode British and foreign machines, won seven Ulster Grand
Prix, and was very successful in many important events as an off-road rider (as late as 1968).
He was the first motorcyclist to be invited to join the Texaco Hall of Fame. Wherever and
whatever he rode, he was always outstanding, perhaps the greatest rider of his era, enjoying
a glittering racing career that ended in 1939 with the outbreak of the Second World War.
Between 1922 and 1939 he entered in thirty-seven TTs, won ten, retired whilst leading three
more and was beaten in three more by a total of 48 seconds. He retired sixteen times, never
finished lower than sixth and made eleven fastest laps and also had an impressive continental
Grand Prix record.
This book is a really good read, and I thoroughly enjoyed it. It’s superbly illustrated, the
author was a personal friend of Stanley Woods and had access to his archive so numerous
period photos, sketches and documents are reproduced. Many of Stanley’s own words are
included, which give great insight into the man, and his determination to succeed. It also
gives an interesting insight into life between the wars, a great Christmas present for anyone
interested in pre-War machines or racing.
Now re-published as a 192-page softback, ISBN 9781907945373 at £10 plus £3 UK
p&p, it’s available from Lily Publications, PO Box 33, Ramsey, Isle of Man, IM99 4LP
www.lilypublications.co.uk.

FBHVC Adopts SelectaDNA as Approved Vehicle Security System Geoff Lancaster
Reprinted from the FBHVC News
Following tests and desk research the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs has
endorsed its first vehicle security device. At its heart, SelectaDNA uses traceability and
deterrence as its weapons against car thieves.
Each SelectaDNA kit is unique to the vehicle to which it is applied, can be applied by even
the most inexperienced home mechanic, and in only a matter of minutes your cherished
historic vehicle and its component parts will carry a unique DNA code for life.
This DNA code is held on a central database to which all UK Police forces have access.
These forces can identify the presence of SelectaDNA on a vehicle by simply exposing it, or
components from it, to ultra violet light. Having established by this means that SelectaDNA
is fitted there are two ways the stolen property can be traced to the owner. The kit includes a
small pot of colourless fluid into which is suspended tiny microdots. These microdots carry the
DNA code and can be quickly read by the police. If for some reason a microdot is not present,
the fluid itself carries the code which can be retrieved under forensic analysis.
This level of traceability is very powerful in deterring a criminal from touching a
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SelectaDNA marked vehicle. Moreover with sentencing tariffs for receiving stolen goods now
the same as those for the original felon, those unwise enough to acquire components that
have been marked could be in for a very nasty surprise when the boys in blue come knocking
with their UV torches.
The kit also includes window stickers announcing the presence of SelectaDNA. Once
applied it is very hard to spot the marking other than under UV light and the manufacturer
recommend applying some of the fluid in hidden areas such as behind bumpers, inside doors
and in inaccessible areas of mechanical components., so the stickers serve to warn potential
felons to move on and find an easier, less risky target for their unwanted attentions.
FBHVC chairman, David Whale, busily restoring one of the pre-production Mini Mokes
in time for the vehicle’s 50th anniversary this year, has applied SelectaDNA during the
rebuild, “By applying the fluid to components as they are assembled I have been able to
comprehensively secure every major assembly” he says, “Should the vehicle be stolen and
broken for parts, I have every prospect of recovering the components and absolutely no
problem identifying them as mine as the DNA code will link them to me through the national
database.” In fact it is extremely unlikely that David’s Moke will be stolen in the first place. As
Federation social media manager, and serving West Midlands Police motorway patrol officer,
Alan Colman adds, “Through national press and TV promotion, the power and effectiveness of
Selecta DNA is well known to the criminal fraternity. In addition there have been a number of
high profile convictions and news of these travels in the underworld. In fact, says PC Colman
“Of all the cases brought to court where evidence has been based on Selecta DNA, there has
been a 100% conviction rate.”
The product has an impressive list of endorsements including the Home Office Secured
by Design accreditation, and it has been tested by Thatcham Research (they maintain
quality assurance procedures) and personal details are held on an LPS1224 database, as
recommended by ACPO (Association of Chief Police Officers).
If further endorsement was necessary, the product is used by UK Police forces themselves
on their own vehicles.
Having reviewed most of the available products in the market place, the Federation
concluded that this product offered the best combination of security and value for money. It
truly is a ‘fit and forget’ system with no annual subscription, as with other products, and it is
even transferrable to a new owner should you sell the vehicle. I’m pleased to report that our
president, Lord Montagu, was so impressed with it that he has had it applied to all his cars
(Editor’s note: and motorcycles), and he has, as you undoubtedly know, one or two quite rare
ones down in Beaulieu!
FBHVC has been so impressed with the potential of Selecta DNA to reduce crime in relation
to historic vehicles, that it has negotiated a special price for members of FBHVC affiliated
clubs. You can apply for as many kits as you want so if you have a collection of vehicles they
can all be protected. So for less than £30 (including postage and packing) you can have the
reassurance of one of the most sophisticated anti-theft systems available. We truly believe
that this product can play a major part in curbing the current growth in historic vehicle crime.
Simply complete the form below and return it to FBHVC with your cheque.
Footnote from Geoff Lancaster
The product was designed for use on 125cc motorcycles, which get abuse in all weathers.
If it’s durable for the 125cc motorcycle it’s definitely suited to historic vehicle use. It is perfectly
possible to use the same kit to mark several vehicles. However as the fluid contains a unique
DNA code your vehicles would in effect be sharing a common identity. You would have to
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decide for yourself whether this presented any problems for you. The obvious issue would
arise should the vehicles become separated should you sell one of them. The new owner
would not be able to register the codes as you would retain this for the remaining vehicles. You
would however be able to remove the sold vehicle from your database entry. Having used the
kit myself during the FBHV evaluation (and also being a biker) I would guess that you could
probably mark all the major components on three bikes. The kit normally retails at £37.50,
more details on www.selectadna.co.uk or you can buy via the FBHVC at a reduced price of
£29.90, do mention The Sunbeam MCC.
SelectaDNA Advanced Forensic Marking ORDER FORM
Please send the form with your payment to FBHVC Sales, Holly Berry House, Hamstell
Ridware, Staffs. WS15 3SQ or sales@fbhvc.co.uk.
Please supply ......... units at £29.90 each (inclusive of VAT, p&p). Total £ .........................
Your order will be delivered by ‘Signed for’ post.
Club name and membership no: Sunbeam MCC membership number:
Name: ..................................................................................................................................
Address: ..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
Daytime phone number: ...........................................................
I enclose a cheque payable to FBHVC for £ ..................

New Members

Peter Donaldson

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:Rupert Murden (Isle of Man)
Calum Lockie (Northamptonshire)
David Walker (Middlesex)
Harold Pritchard (London)
John Hobbs (Kent)
James Roddie (Sussex)
Fred Taylor (Lancashire)
Brian Moore (Cambridgeshire)
Robert Clark (Moray)
Doug Ellis (Berkshire)
Peter Jackson (Sussex)
Vic Blake (Berkshire)
John Wilton (Hampshire)
Bob Ashwin (Worcestershire)
D Bettridge (Hampshire)
B Rawlings (Hampshire)
Chris Cook (Sussex)
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Nick Jeffrey (Buckinghamshire)
James Robinson (Lincolnshire)
Paul Wilson (Buckinghamshire)
Vic Youel (Berkshire)
Ian Anderson (Sussex)
Christopher Slade (Sussex)
Adrian Goding (Essex)
Andy Dean (Berkshire)
Andrew Johnson (Sussex)
David Fox (Kent)
Simon Hollingworth (Norfolk)
Alec Hudson (Hampshire)
Paul Cromie (Kent)
Rob Francis (Kent)
Fiona Francis (Kent)
Douglas Mitchell (Surrey)
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Mrs Meeten in Carshalton, February 1929

Geoff Morris

Besides fiddling about with veteran and vintage motorcycles I try to collect old images such as
postcards and this illustration is from one I picked up at a local monthly Croydon fair. Written
on the back of it is simply 'Carshalton, February 1929' and as I immediately recognized the
scene and the rider, so I had to purchase it!

The location is Mill Lane, Carshalton, Surrey and the arch bridge in the background carries
the railway line to Sutton. This little corner of Carshalton is only a very short distance from
the still picturesque Carshalton Ponds. Just out of the picture on the left is the River Wandle,
still flowing after years of providing motive power for literally dozens of Mills in the past, as it
wends its way to join big brother Thames at Wandsworth, 'Wandlesworth' of old. In spite of
creeping urbanization this little corner is not without its charms mainly because of the river.
When this photograph was taken, the area just the other side of the arch was known
as Butter Hill (and still is) but 85 years ago was far more attractive due to a wealth of old
buildings, cottages and open land. So whoever took this photograph, (Tommy Meeten - who
knows?) knew the area and where to locate this out of the way tranquil spot. I am pretty
sure the Meetens were members of the illustrious Carshalton Club who ran myriad trials,
social outings, events and of course their famous 'Pillion Trials' which roamed around the
beauty spots of Surrey - Box Hill being a favourite. I think the Carshalton Club's H.Q. was for
some time 'The Greyhound PH' just by the ponds. This club and The Streatham Club were
tremendously popular both before and after the Second War and possibly Mrs Meeten was
meeting up with somebody.
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As we know the lady rider is Mrs Meeten, but what about the charming lady passenger
glimpsed through the windscreen? Could it be a young Margaret Child as I believe that she
was born circa 1901 and therefore could be 27 or 28 years old if it is her? Margaret rose to the
top to become chairman of Meetens industrial division. On the sidecar is the wording ‘Meeten
Francis-Barnett’. I am not an authority on two-strokes, so I won't chance my arm by trying to
identify the model - hopefully someone can supply the answer.

Triumph

1915

Model Range

Triumph

1915

4hp Model fold-out

Triumph

1920

Model Range

Triumph

1923

Triumph

1923c

Later the same year as this photograph was taken Mrs Meeten set off on a veritable
odyssey by riding 1,007 miles the length and breadth of England on an advanced solo 1930
model No. 9 Francis-Barnett. This was from the 21st to 26th October 1929. On this she was
battered about on this epic five-day ride by heavy rain, floods and gales and on one occasion
coming downhill on the mighty Shap she had to set the throttle wide open just to maintain a
semblance of forward motion because the wind was trying its best to blow her back up the hill
she was descending! Eventually the indomitable Mrs. M. reached the journey's culmination
at Brooklands Track only to belt round the banked track for five miles at an average speed
of 45.68 mph. Not content with that, 20 climbs of the Test Hill were accomplished and then
the willing Villiers engine was taken down to assess wear and was pronounced perfect! All
this accomplished on an engine capacity of 172cc and no wonder this feat pleased not only
the Meetens but also Francis-Barnett and Villiers. Francis-Barnett issued a most attractive
eight-page picture packed souvenir booklet of the ride complete with A.C.U Certificate of
Performance No. 244 and Villiers engines took full page adverts in the motorcycle press
proudly extolling their engines' virtues.
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So 1929 was most definitely Mrs Meeten's year and this little postcard exemplifies the start
of it. If anybody can add or correct anything I'm on 020 8669 2812 or e-mail geoffbk15@
yahoo.co.uk or of course contact the Editor.

Triumph
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250cc Models

Triumph

1934

Model Range

Geoff Morris wrote this article specifically for the B.T.S.C. magazine but as it concerns a well
known name it was thought it would be of interest to Sunbeam Club members as well. Geoff
apologizes for the déjà vu effect that it may have on the few members who belong to both
clubs.
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Triumph
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Triumph
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Triumph Literature List from 1904 to 1937 inclusive

Baz Staple

The committee have been busy cataloguing and preparing the Ayers Archive for publication,
meanwhile here is a taster of what is available for Triumph machines from 1904 to 1937.
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Sunbeam Club Sporting Events

Model Range
Model H 7 SD photocopy

Model 1.74hp Junior

Baz Staple

The club in the past has had great success and concentration in sporting events and was
famous for its activities in this field. The now out of print Sunbeam book, “The First 75 Years”
by Tony Churchill, which was published in 2000, featured all these different sporting events.
There was the Sunbeam 200, which was a 200 mile road event and originally a night trial,
starting in the London area and finishing in the West Country, combining some difficult hills
such as Dovers Hay and Beggars Roost. The 200 ran, although not continually from 1926 to
1965. The club also ran the Hampshire 100 which was described as the Poor Man’s 200.
The club also ran various off-road trials and still does with the Gordon Jackson, the
Gingerbeards and the Greybeards. The Sunbeam Point-to-Point was another such sporting
event which was a scramble, or motocross to use modern parlance. The club ran this from
1947 to 1959 with the very top scramble stars eagerly taking part. The Point-to-Point was run
from varied locations but always well organised by the then current trials secretary, Ralph
Venables.
Then we had the sprint events. First there was Gatwick then later Ramsgate and
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finally Greenham Common. The main reason for this article is to concentrate on the club’s
sprinting endeavours prompted by an email received via the website from Jon Ashford
whose Granddad W J Honour competed. Jon has a Gatwick Sprint ashtray awarded to his
Grandfather with engraved time of 14.67 seconds for the standing start quarter mile. This was
in June 1938. He rode a camshaft Velocette which appears typically modified for such events,
see photo, W J Honour is in the polo-neck jumper.
Basil Keys held the 350cc course record in June 1938 at 13.26 seconds. Jon tells us that
his Granddad was a good engineer and ran an engine re-bore workshop. Jon and his larger
family can feel justly proud of the achievements of W J Honour in sprinting aboard his various
fast motorcycles. Gatwick was run twice a year from 1931 to 1939.
The next sprint venue was Ramsgate from 1956 to 1968 and in the opening event George
Brown got Fastest Time of the Day (FTD) with 11.94 seconds on a 1000cc Vincent. However
in 1968 the course record was 10.87 by Ian Ashwell on a supercharged Vincent. His average
speed was 90mph with a terminal speed of approx. 150mph.
The Sunbeam club is expected to be involved in some form in a Ramsgate sprint revival in
2015, but this will be a demonstration spectacle only for normally aspirated machines up to
1968. Ramsgate Town Council and traders are all behind this revival, which will happen over
the weekend of 15/16th August.
The final sprint event was moved to Greenham Common with the assistance of the National
Sprint Association (NSA) for 1971 which was the final fling of the Sunbeam MCC’s out-and-out
speed events. It may be sad to record that many of the club’s off road sporting activities are
a thing of the past but let us rejoice, not only in these past glories, but to say that we still run
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some very successful and well supported off-road trials for riders of all abilities.
We are grateful to Jon Ashford for sending in a host of photos depicting his Granddad’s
exploits on his cammy Velocette, another of which is published here.

Molly’s Bucket List!

Dave Blanchard

We had a request for help from Mick Brown, a trials riding friend in Colchester, Essex. He told
us that his wife had a friend of a friend who was gradually ticking off her bucket list of things
to do before the inevitable day. One of the experiences she wanted was to ride in a sidecar,
a desire that had been with her for many years.
As we know, sidecars were heading for extinction in the sixties due to all those cheap minis
and other small cars and vans. So this bucket list item looked unlikely for her. Yes there are
some super high performance modern sidecar outfits on the roads these days and I know
Molly would have been happy to ride in any one of those, even though she probably could not
recognise it as the type of outfit she would have seen thumping along our British roads when
she was a spirited young lady.
My wife Sue and I had bought a 1936 Norton model 18 and fitted a Watsonian VG21 chassis
and chair to it, specifically for a ‘Lost before the War’ style of tour in Suffolk and Norfolk with
the late Alan Abrahams. So we owned just the type of combination that Molly could identify
with!
The emotive part of this story was that the arrangement for Molly to ride in our ‘Post
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Vintage’ combination was to be kept a strict secret. It was John and Dot Reed that made it
all happen through the grapevine of that wondrous email system direct to me. We had been
in touch many times and had a date arranged during the year. But whilst on the 2014 VMCC
Founders Day Relay Rally the Norton engine broke a flywheel so it looked like (unbeknown
to Molly) she was out of luck.
Trying hard to make this surprise happen we travelled around the country buying secondhand spares to get the Norton up and running again. It wasn’t easy to find 1936 parts but there
were plenty of later bits available, some of which I had to convert and make fit.
After four months the sidecar ride was on again. But on two occasions the inclement weather
caused cancellations due to the sidecar being open top and without a hood. But finally, it did
happen!
On the day John and Dot Reed travelled down to Rochester from Colchester, accompanied
by Molly and her husband Peter. All perfect strangers to us but we got on really well. I had
the Norton outfit parked in the drive and when Molly realised what was about to happen her
excitement and anticipation exploded, visibly written across her face.
Once Molly had been kitted out with warm clothing plus Sue’s crash hat and goggles and
a nice warm tartan rug to put over her legs, we were off for a 15 mile each way tour stopping
for refreshments at the 12th Century priory called The Friars near Maidstone.
I thought the bumpy roads would give Molly a shock but this experience was accepted with
glee and enthusiasm. She even offered to do the left turn hand signals for me and revelled in
taking part in the driving experience. It gave us all great pleasure to see a lovely lady enjoying
herself like the youngster she had been in years gone by. Tears of pleasure and emotion
were evident in more than one of us and Molly enjoyed the experience so much she is now
pestering her husband Peter to buy a sidecar outfit of their own!

The 1898 Marot Gardon

Wouldn’t it be a great idea for all clubs to organise a riding day experience for those who
want to try a veteran, vintage or classic bike on closed roads. Put my name on the list now
please for a DBD34 experience, I promise not to speed! You can ride my 1936 Norton outfit
at the same time if you want.
Editor’s Note: See cover photo of Molly aboard the Norton outfit.

Regent Street Motor Show

John Hodson

On Saturday November 1st Regent Street was closed to traffic between Piccadilly Circus
and Oxford Circus for a huge and totally free motor show prior to Bonham’s Veteran Car Run
from London to Brighton on the following day. Vehicles ranged from pioneering three and
four wheelers from the dawn of motoring to futuristic machines from today and tomorrow. In
addition to petrol driven vehicles, alternative forms of power such as steam and electricity
were also represented.
Enthusiasts of modern motorcycles could learn about a new European classic and racing
motorcycling festival, to be held next year. Bikes raced by superstars Freddie Spencer,
Christian Sarron and Wayne Gardner were at the show as were the riders themselves.
Most early vehicles on show were cars, sadly; only two vehicles eligible for the Pioneer Run
were present as far as I could see (apologies if I missed your three-wheeler). These were an
1898 Marot Gardon and a 1903 Riley. The Marot Gardon tricycle has a 1¼ hp single cylinder
engine. This vehicle won the Regent Street Concours in 2010 and was the first vehicle to
arrive at Brighton in the 2011 Veteran Car Run.
The Riley tricycle, also a single cylinder model, has an engine of 3½ hp. According to the
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The 1903 Riley
information displayed with the vehicle, the Riley was found above a shop in Wood Green,
London in 1958. After recommissioning, the machine became a regular entrant in both the
London to Brighton Car runs and the SMCC Pioneer runs during the 1960’s and the 1970’s.
In 2013 the Riley was rescued from a museum by its current owner.
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Another three-wheeler on show was a modern Morgan. It is good that Morgan have
reintroduced a three-wheeler into their range after a gap of nearly 60 years. This car is
powered by a 1976cc V-twin fuel injected engine mated to a Mazda 5-forward speeds and
one reverse speed gearbox. 0 to 62 mph can be achieved in six seconds and top speed is
115 mph. The basic price of the standard model is £29,500.

Bike 9. The Trials Greeves I’d had from new went and I acquired a second hand Trials
Triumph Tiger Cub which was well sorted and in good condition. It had the early mushroomtype electrics but went very well. However it required constant attention: it needed retiming
after each use, change of oil each trial, had minimal wheel clearance for the full sized wheels
and tyres and heavy mud going was a pain. However, as a bit of competition equipment it
was
first rate. But I was used to having machines you rode, cleaned and rode again
without all this tiresome spanner work.
Bike 10. Early Spring 1960 and a friend had a reliable 1952 BSA 350cc B31 machine with
plunger rear suspension at a give-away price. Obviously, not as speedy as the Triumph twin,
but certainly more comfortable and economical. So that saw me through the Summer and
Autumn with only the need for a set of new clutch plates which I fitted on the pavement outside
the Cheltenham BSA Agent as they were exchange. Then the RAF cheated on me. All my
pals were National Service people and were getting demobbed. However, I had signed up
for three years to receive three times the pay they got, and instead of leaving me happily at
GCHQ where I had a girlfriend, a job I enjoyed and a great easy service life, a Saturday job
back at the garage for extra cash and motorcycle competition riding each weekend, they sent
me to Germany! I said goodbye to the girlfriend and the BSA got sold. All riding went on hold
for nearly a year except for leave time.

The 2014 Morgan three-wheeler

The Motorcycles That I Have Owned: Part Two

Peter Donaldson

Bike 7. It was the spring of 1959 and I was in the RAF with just a 197cc Trials Greeves at
home. My father knew I needed a motorcycle to get home from Gloucestershire to Kent and
back each weekend, and he came to the rescue and bought a basket case 1939 Triumph
Speed Twin for £20. It had been stripped to restore to as new, but he put it straight back
together with just new piston rings and gaskets within a fortnight. An ideal mount for the job,
it could do 80 mph two-up and I got 10 shillings a week to bring another lad back and forward
to London. I had the petrol tank split once and bodged it to get home for repair and otherwise
it was completely reliable. But by the late autumn it was direly in need of the delayed engine
rebuild. I bought an Austin 10 ex-wartime utility and saw the winter through. I had my first
mode of carriage for my competition ‘bikes.
Bike 8. Now I had transport to carry it I acquired a very potent old 197cc Greeves Scrambler
running on dope and Castrol R. With the higher than normal power output the clutch had to
be tightened up to such a degree that I could change up but down was virtually impossible.
So I would wind it up into third gear and wring its neck as one might say. With its stub open
exhaust and no silencer it was a trifle noisy. I rode it at pretty most of the Scrambles Circuits
in those days in the South East Centre and though I just got into the money on occasions, I
never got near upgrading from Junior to Senior.
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Bike 11. I was demobbed in late 1961 and for cash I bought a brand new Greeves 250cc
Scottish Trials machine. But the Triumph Cub Trials went, along with the scrambler and to my
good old Dad for £20 the Speed Twin for spares for his 1947 one! The new Greeves was as
good as my last one but with more power and it gave me two years of regular Sunday Trials
riding. In fact some weekends we would find a National event, sometimes as far away as the
West Country or Wales and would ride the Saturday as well. In those days I would travel with
Steve Payne, in one of his father’s builders vans. Steve was the younger brother of Ginger
Payne, then a well-known racing man who rode the 250cc REG for several seasons and
occasionally works AMC machines. Out of season Ginger would often come with us and rode
a 500cc Trials Triumph Trophy. Steve was a good class Triumph Cub rider who often beat
some of the Works riders on our Saturday excursions and must have been on the borders of
a works ride. He was also a lunatic driver with the fastest reactions I have ever known. Then
he suddenly got married and no more Trials for him. My future brother in law, Ro Field, teamed
up with me on the heavy riding campaign and we used my car and trailer. The car was an
Austin A40 Farina and we could arrange the back so one could sleep along with all the riding
gear whilst the other drove for the Friday night long distance drives to the Saturday Trial and
the return journey often well into the Saturday night. Ro would stay over at our house for
what was left of Saturday night before we shot off early Sunday morning for the Sunday Trial
somewhere in South East England. I don’t know how my parents put up with it!
Bike 12. Late in 1963, and I had the combination of my love life taking off, the desire to ease
off the heavy riding programme and the irresistible desire to ride a big four-stroke. I realised
that a big ‘bike would never be as competitive as the Greeves, or a sensible replacement. But
I took the Greeves and rode it in a last Trial in deepest Kent. At the end I handed it over to its
next owner and came home with a five year old very well sorted 410cc Matchless. I have to
say now that for Trials riding I have preferred a big four-stroke single just for the fun of riding.
The Matchless was fun, very reliable and everything I had hoped. I got the hang of it and crept
back occasionally into the lower awards, I even won the 500 Cup in the Dunlop Trophy Trial
in Kent against a load of the accredited big bike riders, but only the once.
Bike 13. Mid 1964, after the love life collapsed (something about herself wanting to get
engaged) I bought a very well sorted 1962 Triumph Tiger Cub, with the points on the
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side of the casing and it didn’t need the TLC the previous Cub had required. I liked this ‘bike,
it was competitive, but liked the Matchless more, so it didn’t get used very much.
Bike 14. This was a case of not being able to turn a bargain down. In July 1964 for just £2 I
bought a 1955 98cc New Hudson Auto-Cycle, looked fine but was a non-runner. The logic was
not there in my eyes. I once used it for a round trip of 28 miles to work. I got home and put it
in storage for the next 45 years and then sold it in March 2009 in a very sorry looking state for
£100. The new owner wrote to me some time later saying he had just done a 100 mile road
safety run on it, so it went to a good home.
In late 1964 I started going out with Mary with whom I worked. I continued a programme of
regular Trials riding on either of the two machines, including occasionally a Saturday National
event and Mary would come along every now and then. In August 1967 I sold both Trials
machines, keeping the New Hudson. We bought a house and quietly got married; I had found
my soul mate.

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR

To be continued.

Grass-track at Brands Hatch 1st June 1936

Julie Diplock

SUNBEAM MEMBERS

Photo captioned ‘J Surtees, both rider and passenger competed in later races’ – I wonder if
the rider was the father of John Surtees?
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Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising.
Do mention where you saw the advert when contacting advertisers.
WANTED
Cast iron piston, single ring, 85mm. Very low gudgeon pin position. For a 750cc Rudge
Multi. Mr Eastwick, 01903 241959 (West Sussex) (12/14)
WALL AUTO WHEEL wanted, 1910-1912. Complete and working would be ideal, but
complete and not working would do. Anyone fed up with LPA?
Andy Dean (Berkshire) 0118 9772178, andy@keephatch.net (12/14)

For Sale: Mabon Clutch
Remanufactured Mabon Clutches to suit 1914 Triumph Motorcycles
Brand new and professionally made by highly skilled engineer from a well tried
and tested design, plus some improvements on the original. Totally rust free
stainless steel construction throughout, with stainless multi-plates, modern
sealed bearings, brass and aluminium thrust washer to avoid damage to
adjustment screws. Key way taper to suit 1914 Triumph, can be machined to
suit other machines. As fitted to my 1914 Triumph 550cc, 4½hp and successfully
completed the recent Pioneer Run® to Brighton. Price £1590 each, no VAT.
For more details please contact Andrew MacLean
andrewmmaclean@gmail.com 01342 715088 West Sussex.

For a Royal Enfield 1913/14 3HP model 140 Vee-twin, to help complete rebuild: engine
double sprocket, slipping clutch assembly, foot brake and shoe assembly, rear stand, gear
chaincase cover, TT type handlebars or patterns to copy. Have some items to swap.
Dave Comber 01273 596101 (Sussex) or dcomber@btinternet.com. 08/14

VERRALLS

SIDECAR wanted, to suit 1912 (Stuart Stellar) motorcycle. Ideally I would like to buy
complete but I will consider chassis and body separately. Any condition considered.
Brian Empsall, 01543 264 968 (Lichfield) or e-mail brian.empsall@btinternet.com 08/14

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

FOR SALE
1913 Premier 500cc. 2-speed gearbox with clutch, runs well. Includes lighting set and
period speedo. Successfully completed many events, including The Pioneer Run, Banbury
and Ould Klepper. £18,400. R.Hudson Tel 01934 844546 (Somerset)
email: raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk (12/14)
Early Rover bare cranckcase number 814, plus set of flywheels £500.
Baz Staple 01892 535671 (Kent) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com (12/14)
White & Poppe. 1905 427cc. A very original, unrestored veteran with good history back to
1907. Quite quick for a veteran and very reliable. Usually in the first six to arrive at Brighton.
Single speed, no clutch. Took part in the second Pioneer Run. Two owners in the last 64
years. Original number plate. Comes with most of spare engine and adjustable pulley etc.
£25,000. Better than money in the bank. Trying to reduce collection but could P/X Thruxton
Velocette or Vincent twin. Cash either way.
Alex Taylor 01235 553574 (Oxfordshire) alex.taylor574@btinternet.com 10/14
Velocette vintage three-speed gearbox £450 ono.
Baz Staple 01892 535671 (Kent) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com 10/14
Saddle: Browns pan-saddle small/medium, professionally recovered in brown leather. Suit
veteran, £360 ono. Richard Mummery (Kent) sheila.mummery@sky.com 08/14
2014 Pioneer Run starter badges £3 each. 75th Pioneer Run celebration cast brasses £7.
Post & Packing included. Cheques payable to Sunbeam MCC and send to:
Ian D.McGill The Oaktree, 13 Victoria Road, Horley, Surrey RH6 9BN. 08/14
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(Handcross) Ltd.

WANTED

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com

76th Pioneer Run Sunday 22nd March 2015

Starts at 8.00am from Epsom Downs to Madeira Drive, Brighton.
All previous entrants will be sent Entry forms, or they can be obtained from the
Secretary of the Meeting: Ian D McGill, The Oaktree, 13, Victoria Road, Horley,
Surrey, RH6 9BN Phone: 01293-771446 Email: acsociable1@sky.com
Or from www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
December 2014 - January 2015
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Off The Saddle

Peter Donaldson

The good news is that membership is still steadily increasing with 33 new members in the
last two months. We have aimed at the 500 mark for the last 12 or so years and at last we
look very like reaching it, just six to go. Now our problem is keeping our membership up near
that figure. People are fickle and generally Clubs such as ours loose in the year about 10% of
membership as people find other interests. What we do not want to do is loose membership
because members are unhappy with the Club itself. We endeavour to keep high standards
and for those interested in vintage and veteran machinery we have a varied programme which
is increasing in content. Whilst going on about membership the team of recruiters we have
deserve thanks for their efforts.
I attended the Talmag Trial on Sunday 21st September. This event is the one that filled the
void when we discontinued our Dick Little Trial two years ago. We were thanked as a Club by
Talmag in the programme for our involvement and our membership supplied the Secretary of
the Meeting and it looks as though we covered the observation on a third of the sections used.
Our hope is to become further involved in the running of this event in the future. It incorporated
a National Sidecar Championship and had 21 outfits entered. I have to note that I believe this
whole Trial to be the slickest organised I have been at in all my long years of involvement
in Trials. It was run as 18 sections per lap and two laps. I was observing section number
three and the standard of difficulty was spot on for the competitors and section marking left
nothing to be criticised. At half time, between the two laps, two officials arrived, took down
all the section marking and moved me a 100 odd yards along the bank. They changed route
marking and hey presto, there was an entirely a new section for the second lap and that again
was clearly marked out and at the right standard. Of the 18 sections on the first lap, only one
remained unchanged, six were changed in content and all the others were completely new.
Joan Westbrook was riding and on the very last section of the second lap she fell heavily
on her chest and luckily didn’t crack any ribs, but ended up very bruised and was unable to
ride either of the two Trials I subsequently observed. We hope she will be ok for the Jack
Thompson on the first Sunday of December as she is one of just four people who have ridden
previously all 24 times that annual event has been run. Her brother, Mike Holloway was also
riding at the Talmag event and won his Class, though unusually, in this case, he was the only
person riding that Class.
The Talmag Club’s big Trial each year, the International Pre-67 four-strokes only event,
happens January on Hungry Hill at Aldershot and is popular with spectators. Next year they
will be running under the auspices of the AMCA and not the ACU. I don’t know the exact
reason yet but part of it is likely to be with the higher costs levied by the ACU on organisers
of Trials. We always have several riders in this Trial and this change will affect them.
Also on the subject of Pre-67 Motorcycling, there is one person who has been a living legend
with his immaculate riding of such machinery in the South East of England for a number of
years. I refer to Len Hutty Junior, known as that despite being 54 years old. He sadly died in
mid-October of cancer, he was one of the world’s nice guys and will be missed.
Tomorrow I am going to the funeral of a chap who lived fairly close to me and we sometimes
travelled to events together, Dick Dickinson, a Sidcup Club member. He rode occasionally
but was someone in the background of Trials in North Kent. He was known as Mr. Rule Book
because of his knowledge of Rules to do with Trials and Trials Machinery. He was chairman of
the South East Centre Trials Combine, which I serve on as the Sunbeam Club representative.
He was a hard worker and also one who is going to be missed from the scene. Another victim
of cancer.
On a happier note, Mike Holloway tells me that on his 350cc AJS, with just two more rounds
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in the rigid rear class of the Sammy Miller National Trials Championship to go, he is lying a
close second to a chap on a lightweight James. So it is still possible he will win the annual
award again.
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Member Services

CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2014/15

Baz Staple

A timely reminder of some of our club Services.

Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.

Pioneer Registrar John Waghorn, contact details inside front cover, for authentication of pre
1915 machines and issue of certificate of eligibility to enter the Sunbeam Pioneer Run®.

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

John can also supply the oval machine badges for authenticated veterans and deal with the
retention of original number plates with DVLA for all machines up to 1939.

Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com

Peter James insurance can offer agreed value insurance for a wide range of rider ages, no
discount but good value, quote Sunbeam MCC.
Morris Lubricants offer discounts to club members on purchases of their wide range of
products, plus a commission to the club. Contact via Sunbeam website or phone 01782
410391, quote SUN888. There is also a free advisory service on any lubrication issues.

15th December

8:00 Club Night

3rd January

Chairman’s Lunch

7th January (Wed) 7.30 Club Night - Six Bells

Chiddingly,

Note Date Change
19th January
8:00 Club Night

Contact: Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com East Sussex,

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

8th February

Gordon Jackson Trial

16th February

8:00 Club Night

7th March

Annual General Meeting

22nd March

76th Pioneer Run

26th April

First Oxon/Bucks Run

South Oxfordshire

Pre 1940

10th May

5th Ixion Cavalcade

Pre 1940

11th to 15th May

Shropshire Mid-week

24th May

Conyboro Run

7th June

Rose of the Shires

27th June – 4th July 32nd Welsh Week

Bexhill on Sea,
East Sussex
Church Stretton,
Shropshire
Chiddingly,
East Sussex
Stoke Bruerne,
Northants
Aberystwyth

12th July

29th Garden of England Run

Headcorn, Kent

Closed to
Club Pre ’40
Pre 1940

9th August

53rd Graham Walker Memorial Run

Beaulieu, Hants

Pre 1940

29th August

Gingerbeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

30th August

Greybeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

13th September

8th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1940

19th September

7th Sunbeam Sept Challenge

North Yorks

Pre 1931

27th September

2nd Romney Marsh Run

St Mary in the Marsh, Pre 1931

5% Discount for members from Vintage Tyre Supplies Ltd. (Ensign Motorcycle Tyres) for all
makes of tyres, both wired and beaded edge, including free delivery to mainland UK on orders
over £50. sales@vintagetyres.com or 01590 612261

Contact: Neil Sinclair (07885 660939) sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com

Contact Andy Middleton (01844 352844 or 07827 289696) apmiddleton@btinternet.com
Contact: Dave Masters (01424 211873) maggirose@hotmail.com
Contact: Bob Nix (01664 454396) bnixmail@gmail.com
Contact: Charlie Smith (07802 468109)
Contact: Ian Young (01453 810929)

Contact: Colin Bentham (01761 241516) colinandpip@waitrose.com
Contact: Tony Lloyd (01737 555413) aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com

Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk

Rick Parkington's Martinsyde, pictured in it's racing days. Photo courtesy of P Tooth

Closed to
Club
All welcome

5th February

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com
Contact Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com

All club regalia is available from Peter Donaldson, for contact details see inside front cover.

All welcome

BN8 6HE
West Kingsdown, All welcome
TN15 6BZ
Chiddingly,
All welcome
E. Sussex, BN8 6HE
Bagshot,
Star Group
Hants
West Kingsdown, All welcome
Kent, TN15 6BZ
New Chapel,
Closed to
Surrey
Club
Epsom to Brighton
Pre 1915

Discount Ferry services – see club News adverts from Sport Travel Solutions and Nutt
Travel.

RAC breakdown offer 50% discount on joining and 25% per annum thereafter via www.rac.
co.uk/join/benefits or 0800 096 6836 quoting Sunbeam MCC and EBS001. This breakdown
service will include car, bike and trailer, but does not include cover if the trailer fails or
measures over 18 feet.

West Kingsdown
Village Hall
Burstow, Surrey

Contact: Marian Johnson (01255-554828)
Contact: Alec Thompson (01751 431478)

Closed to
Club Pre’40
Pre ’40
Girder Forks
Pre 1931

Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277) sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk Kent
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Romney Marsh Run

Photos by Richard Barker

John Pocklington aboard his 1928 350 cc AJS

Rick Parkington aboard his 1928 BSA :now we know what Rick needs for Christmas!
(Photo by Rob Smith)

